SALVATIONZ’16, A National Technical Symposium, was hosted on 22nd September 2016 at Velammal Institute of Technology (VIT), Panchetti. More than 300 students from various engineering colleges across the state participated in various events. The event was inaugurated by Dr. T.Chandrashekar - Principal, Velammal I Tech. Ms.S.Selvakanmani, HOD/CSE welcomed the gathering. Prof .K.Razak-Adviser, Velammal I Tech delivered a special address. Mr.R.Anand, Senior Technical Manager - TCS, released the souvenir SALVATIONZ’16 and also delivered an inspiring speech about the importance of knowing the advanced Technologies such as Big Data and Internet of things. More than ten events such as Paper Presentation, Web Designing, Gaming, Photography, Surprise Events, Adzap, Coding & Debugging and Workshop (Python) were organized for students. Winners of all events were selected and awarded with cash prizes. Finally, The program was ended with the vote of thanks by Dr.S.Soundararajan, Vice Principal, Velammal Institute of Technology.
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From left: Dr.T.Chandrashekar, Principal-Velammal I Tech, Mr.T.Anand, Senior Technical Manager –TCS, Ms.S.Selvakanmani, HOD/CSE and Ms S.Nalini AP/CSE